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Aggregated Spatial Region
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to IMAGE Studio
Internal Migration Around the GlobE (IMAGE) is an international research project that aims to
investigate the way in which internal migration – the propensity to change residence within national
borders – varies between countries around the world. It is funded by the Australian Research Council
Discovery Project and is led by Martin Bell at the University of Queensland (www.gpem.uq.edu.au
/image). The significance of population mobility is now widely recognized, with both the World Bank
and United Nations Development Program dedicating their 2009 flagship reports to the topic of
migration.
Two of the aims of the IMAGE project are as follows:
(i) to address key methodological issues that currently impede international comparisons of

internal migration; and
(ii) to develop a set of rigorous statistical indicators of internal migration that can be used to

make comparisons between countries.
The IMAGE Studio has been designed to help address both these aims. Comparing internal migration
propensities and geographical patterns in different countries is seldom attempted because of the
different systems of spatial units that are used to collect, analyse and disseminate migration data.
Whilst it is possible to use data on total migration to compute national propensities and age-sex
schedules for individual countries which can be compared legitimately with other countries (e.g.
Rogers and Castro, 1978)1, any international comparison of sub-national movements between (and
within) geographical areas is made problematic because of the different shapes and sizes of the
spatial units – administrative or census based – that are used for counting migration flows. This
problem is a variant of the Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP) described by Openshaw (1984)2,
whose two components are the scale effect or the variation in results obtained when data for one
set of areal units is aggregated into larger spatial units (i.e. where the number of regions changes),
and the zonation or aggregation effect or the variation in results obtained from different ways of
subdividing geographical space at the same scale (i.e. where the number of regions remains the
same).
In order to address the first of these aims, the IMAGE studio contains algorithms that enable an
initial set of spatial units that we refer to as Basic Spatial Units (BSUs) to be aggregated into larger
regions that we call Aggregated Spatial Regions (ASRs). The BSUs would typically refer to an
administrative zonation used to collect migration flows data in a particular country, such as local
authority districts or municipalities. The user is asked to choose between single and multiple
aggregation, where the former involves the specification of single level of aggregation, whilst the
latter provides progressively greater levels of aggregation with correspondingly fewer ASRs. The
user can specify the step size between one level of ASRs and the next. Moreover, the user can also
specify the number of different configurations of ASRs at any one level/scale. So, for example, a user
with an initial set of 200 BSUs might choose a single aggregation to 50 ASRs with 50 configurations at
1

Rogers, A. and Castro, L.J. (1978) Model migration schedules, RR-81-30, International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria.
2
Openshaw, S. (1984) The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem, Concepts and Techniques in Modern Geography, 38,
GeoBooks, Norwich.
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that scale, or alternatively, a multiple aggregation of the 200 BSUs in steps of 10 with 100
configurations at each step. The results of each aggregation define a new set of polygons and
therefore a new matrix of migration flows for which migration indicators can be computed.
In order to meet the second aim, algorithms are available in the IMAGE Studio for the calculation of
a range of global (systemwide) and local (zone-specific) indicators of migration intensity,
connectivity, distance and impact, as well as the option of calibrating a doubly constrained spatial
interaction model (SIM) and thereby computing a distance decay parameter that quantifies the
frictional effect of distance on migration (Bell et al. 2002)3. The Studio therefore provides the user
with an environment for computing migration indicators and model parameters for the BSUs or sets
of ASRs that are generated by the Aggregation subsystem and therefore a method for investigating
what changes are apparent in the indicators/parameters at different spatial scales and what
variation they show between different ASR configurations at any one scale.
The manual explains how to use the Studio to facilitate the analysis and modelling of internal
migration in any country, dependent upon the provision of three distinct data inputs:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

an origin-destination matrix of flows between a set of BSUs;
digital boundaries of the corresponding BSUs; and
populations at risk (PAR) of the respective BSUs.

In the following sections, the manual explains the structure of the software system and guides
the user through the stages of data preparation, running the system, using the aggregation
routines, selecting and calculating the indicators, calibrating the SIM and accessing the results.

3

Bell, M., Blake, M., Boyle, P., Duke-Williams, O., Rees, P., Stillwell, J., & Hugo, G. (2002). Cross-national
comparison of internal migration: issues and measures, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society A, 165(2), 1-30.
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1.2 Installation
The IMAGE studio application is compatible with Windows x64 Operating Systems (e.g. Win7 and
Win8) and it has two application dependencies: Windows Installer 3.1 (or a higher version) and Dot
NET Framework 4.5. Both applications are located in the same directory where the setup files are
stored or can be downloaded from the Microsoft Download Center at the link
http://www.microsoft.com /en-gb/download/default.aspx.
The ‘setup.exe’ file uses Windows Installer for extracting the compressed IMAGE Studio files (located
in the ‘IMAGE Setup.msi’ file) and transferring them to the installation folder. Usually, Windows
Installer has been installed in the user’s computer from previous applications and there is no need to
reinstall it. As with Windows Installer, the Dot NET Framework 4.5 dependency can also be installed
via another application.
Therefore, before the installation of the dependencies, it is advisable that the user first checks for
their existence in the ‘Control Panel\All Control Panel Items\Programs and Features’ location. The
‘Control Panel’ is a part of the Microsoft Windows graphical user interface which allows users to
view and manipulate basic system settings and controls such as adding hardware, adding and
removing software, controlling user accounts, and changing accessibility options.
After the installation of both dependencies (if needed), the user installs the IMAGE Studio using the
file ‘setup.exe’ and follows the Setup Wizard (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: The IMAGE Studio Setup Wizard
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1.3 Structure of the IMAGE Studio
The IMAGE Studio is structured as a set of four subsystems (Figure 1.2) that are required for: (i) the
initial preparation of data; (ii) the random aggregation of BSUs, migration flows and population
counts; (iii) the calculation of internal migration indicators; and (iv) the calibration of a doubly
constrained SIM. Each subsystem is autonomous, supporting standardised input/output data and
executing any iterative function which is required for the analysis.

Figure 1.2: The four subsystems of the IMAGE Studio

In Figure 1.3, the user can identify five distinct parts of the IMAGE Studio interface:
• Part  consists of the line of four tabs that represent the four different subsystems that the
user can switch between;
• Part on the left side of Figure 1.3 is assigned to provide the interface for loading the input
data and setting the required configurations of each subsystem;
• Part is the window used for presenting the results of analysis, error messages from the
system and detailed status information related to an ongoing process;
• Part  is the popup button, in the bottom left corner, makes available the system settings
of the IMAGE Studio; and
• Partprovides general status information about the system where the system status is
described as:
IMAGE Studio – User Manual
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when the system is ready to perform a process;
when the system is running a process;
when the system has stopped due to an internal error condition; and
when the system is ready after a successful process.

In addition, art informs the user of the geographical reference system used at each stage of
analysis, such as:

for the geometries that are using planar geographical reference system or
for the geometries that are using geodetical reference system.










Figure 1.3: The interface of the IMAGE Studio
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1.4 System configuration
The system settings menu (Part ) provides the option to set the system parameters (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Menu of system settings

From this menu, the user can perform six tasks/parameters:
•

•

•

In/Output delimiter: set the output style to ‘comma’, ‘tab’, ‘space’ or ‘semicolon’ delimited;
the output style is available for all subsystems apart from the SIM subsystem. The SIM
subsystem requires comma delimited files as input data;
Intra-distance parameter: set the parameter p (p > 0) for altering the original Area value. The
equation for calculating the intra-distance dr is   
and it is used for all
subsystems apart from the SIM subsystem. The default system value is 1. Note: The SIM

subsystem uses the equation   , where Area is measured in square kilometres.
Prior to the SIM run the system recalculates the area values in the centroid file (BSU level)
based on the parameter p and saves it as ‘<filename>-sim.cen’;
System Paths (Figure 1.5):
o set the path of the ASPIC program, which is responsible for running the SIM;
o set default I/O path as workspace directory; by default the system sets the root path
as workspace (‘C:\’);

Figure 1.5: Selection of the System Paths

•

Plugins Directory (Figure 1.6): set the path of the plugins directory, which is vital for
executing aggregation processes. The plugins directory contains the available libraries (dll
files) for aggregating the BSUs as described in the Section 3;
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Figure 1.6: Selection of the Plugins Directory

•

Data GeoReference (Figure 1.7): manually select the geographical reference system, in case
the IMAGE Studio assigns a wrong reference system; and

Figure 1.7: Selection of Data Georeference system

•

Clear System Variables: clear all the system variables after an application error.

A key point is the selection of the ASPIC program path (Figure 1.5). The user should move the ASPIC
directory to a root drive (e.g. C:\ASPIC\) to avoid encountering limitations of the FORTRAN
application such as the inability to handle long path names or spaces in directory names. In addition,
the user has the flexibility to set the input/output path of his workspace.

2. Data preparation
2.1 Preparing the raw data
Before the using the IMAGE Studio, the user needs to collect and format the raw data appropriately.
The geographic data are the boundaries of the BSUs, whereas the tabular data include the
populations and the matrix of migration flows. Since it may be the case that a matrix of migration
flows is unavailable for certain countries, there is the alternative option of inputting vectors of
outflow and inflow totals. It is also possible to input a matrix of distance values if this is available
from a particular source or have been estimated independently; if origin to destination distances are
unavailable, they calculated by the Studio as Euclidean distances between BSU centroids. The system
makes use of the geographic and tabular data by creating relationships between the various data
sets using a unique identifier field that is mandatory for inclusion in the raw data. The unique
identifier is an integer number (manually) assigned to each BSU, starting from one and incrementing
by one for each BSU. The data preparation of IMAGE Studio is separated into two distinct steps: raw
data preparation and final data preparation (Table 2.1). The raw boundary data are converted into a
file of contiguities in the Data Preparation subsystem whereas the raw migration flows are
converted from matrix to pairwise format.
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Table 2.1: Raw data and data preparation required in the IMAGE Studio

Raw Data
Boundaries

Raw Data preparation
Require
File
Type
preparation extension
Yes

*.shp

Yes

*.csv

Yes

*.pop

Inflow totals

Yes

*.djf

Outflow totals

Yes

*.oif

Distances
(matrix)

Yes

*.dst

Migration flows
(matrix)
Populations at
risk

Shapefile

4

Comma
delimited
Comma
delimited
Comma
delimited
Comma
delimited
Comma
delimited

Final data preparation
Require
File
Type
preparation extension
Comma
Yes
*.con
delimited
Comma
Yes
*.flw
delimited
No

-

-

No

-

-

No

-

-

No

-

-

The first step is to prepare the raw data that will be input to the IMAGE Studio. The data are
prepared using particular formats.
The BSU boundary data are obligatory and refer to the administrative areas of a country for which
the migration data are available. The boundaries need to be polygon geometries stored as a
shapefile. It is recommended that the geometries of the shapefile are checked for possible
topological errors. Such a check could be performed in ArcGIS software by using the ArcToolbox.
Under the path Data Management Tools-> Features, a user can find the ‘Check Geometry’ tool for
checking the shapefile topology. If topological errors are found, the user can use the ‘Repair
Geometry’ tool to eliminate topological errors. An alternative open source solution is the use of the
‘ShapeFixer’ tool5 developed by Jody Marca.
Inside the shapefile, the user needs to build a numeric field that will carry the identification number
of each BSU (BSU_Id, a unique number raised incrementally) and the unique numbers need to be
related in a one-to-many relationship with all the tabular data. Also, if a BSU consisted of many
polygon parts then the ‘Dissolve’ operation (using ArcGIS) should be applied converting the
numerous polygons of a BSU to a multi-polygon spatial unit with a single identification number.
The matrix of migration flows and the remaining tabular data (populations, inflows, outflows and
matrix of distances) should be delimited files using the following file structures:
•

For the migration flows matrix the delimited file should be represented as described in Table
2.2, where the ‘Code 1,…, Code N’ are the unique identification numbers of each of the BSUs,
and the ‘Flow1_1, …, Flow N_N’ are the counts of migrants between pairs of BSUs where N is
the total number or BSUs. Each row represents the origin BSU while the columns represent

4

A shapefile is a popular geospatial vector data format for GIS software. The shapefile consists of several
mandatory files: the .shp file represents the actual geometries, the .shx file holds the positional index for
relating shapes to each other and the .dbf file holds information about the shapes that may be funnelled into a
database. An optional file often included in a shapefile is the .prj file that deals with projection. In the IMAGE
Studio, the prj file is a mandatory file for calculating distance dependent tasks.
5
http://www.jodymarca.com/en/tools/shapefile-fixer/
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the destination BSUs. The user can construct the delimited file using either integer or
decimal numbers for the flows but should always use the system punctuation mark as the
delimiter. It is most likely that the flow data will be in integer form, but if the flows have
been estimated, it is possible that real numbers will be available.
Table 2.2: The input delimited matrix file
Input comma-delimited matrix file
Code_Id,
Code 1,
….
Code N,

•

•

•

•

Code 1,
Flow 1_1,
….
Flow N_1,

…,
…,
….
…,

Code N
Flow 1_N
….
Flow N_N

For the Inflow totals file, the delimited file should be represented as ‘<BSUID>,<Flow>’ using
the first line as a title (‘BSUID,Inflow’), where the <BSUID> is the identification number of
the BSU and <Flow> is the total inflow to the BSU.
For the Outflow totals file, the delimited file should be represented as ‘<BSUID>,<Flow>’
using the first line as a title (‘BSUID,Outflow’), where the <BSUID> is the identification
number of the BSU and <Flow> is the total outflow from the BSU.
For the Population at risk file, the delimited file should be represented as ‘<BSUID>,<Pop>’
using the first line as a title (‘BSUID,Pop’), where the <BSUID> is the identification number of
the BSU and <Pop> is the total population of the BSU.
For the Distances file, the delimited file should be represented as ‘<oBSUID>,<dBSUID>,
<Distance>’ using the first line as a title (‘oBSUID,dBSUID,Distance’), where the <oBSUID> is
the identification number of the origin BSU, the <dBSUID> is the identification number of
the destination BSU and <Distance> is the distance between the origin and destination BSUs.

The shapefile containing the digital boundaries of a country can be sourced either from the relevant
national statistical agency or from a web-based database such as ‘Global Adminsitrative Areas’
(GADM)6. The raw migration flow data are likely to have been obtained from a national statistical
agency or extracted from the IMAGE repository, a database of internal migration flow matrices (or
total inflows and outflows) from countries around the world. They may refer to flows taking place
during different periods (typically during one year or five years or over a lifetime) and they may
represent either counts of migrants (persons) or migration events (moves). The population at risk
(PAR) is the variable used as the denominator when calculating migration rates and is a count of the
persons that are at risk of migrating during the time period to which the migration data refer. In
theory, the optimum PAR is that population at the mid-point of the time period but frequently this is
unavailable and a beginning or end of period population has to be substituted. It is critical, of
course, that BSUs used for the tabular data match those available in the shapefile. The values in the
distance matrix will typically be Euclidian distances between the centroids of the BSUs but it is
possible to use alternative measures such as road network distances or non-physical distances such
as time taken. If no distances are provided, the IMAGE studio computes these as explained later in
the manual.

6

http://gadm.org/
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In the final data preparation step, further data preparation takes place within the IMAGE Studio
environment; ensuring that the boundary data are stored in delimited format. The polygon
geometry of a country stored in the shapefile will be converted to a delimited contiguity file (see
section 2.3) and also to a delimited file that stores geometrical information such as the centroid
coordinates and the area of each BSU (see section 2.4).The flow matrix will be transformed to a
pairwise delimited file (see section 2.5).

STEP by STEP – The UK example
The following raw data will be used for the demonstration of the IMAGE Studio: UK_Shape.shp
(including UK_Shape.dbf, UK_Shape.shx and UK_Shape.prj), UK_Matrix.csv and UK_Pop.csv. The
demo files are in the ‘C:/Program Files (x86)/IMAGE Studio/Demo/Raw’ path.
Notes:
1. Each BSU is represented as a single record in the database of the shapefile (UK_Shape.dbf) and
converted to a multi polygon using the identification number.
2. Make sure that you clean all the null values at the end of the delimited files. Null values can occur
if you export the csv files using the Microsoft Excel program.

2.2 Preparing the input data
The Data Preparation subsystem is responsible for transforming the raw data sets of each country
into normalized data sets. The geographic data are usually either in the WGS84 projection system
(geodetic projection) or in a national projection system (planar projection) of the country concerned
whilst the tabular data are comma-delimited matrices of migration flows with their respective origin
and destination BSU identification numbers (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Example of an input data file for migration flows matrix
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The diagonal cells of the example flow matrix shown in Figure 2.1 are zeroes, indicating that the
matrix in this case only contains inter-BSU and not intra-BSU migration flows. If intra-BSU flow
counts are available in the initial data matrix, they can be left in place since the IMAGE Studio will
use the values or set them to zero where necessary for the subsequent computations. The
normalisation of these data sets is achieved by the Data Preparation subsystem that provides the
environment to load, convert and export the data. The IMAGE Studio will carry out three tasks using
the shapefile (BSU polygons) and the comma delimited file (BSU-BSU flow matrix):
(i) create contiguities;
(ii) create centroid coordinates; and
(iii) convert the flow matrix to pairwise flows.
Contiguities are the data that tell us which BSU is adjacent to or tangential with which other BSUs. It
is necessary to create contiguities so that the routines that aggregate BSUs in the Aggregation
subsystem only merge BSUs that are contiguous. BSU centroids are the points representing the
gravitational centres of all BSUs and are used to calculate distances between BSUs. Pairwise format
is the required format for flows in order to compute the migration indicators and for the SIM.
All geographical tasks make use of the Net Topology Suite (NTS)7and SharpMap8 libraries. The NTS
provides a group of methods that deliver topological functionality in geographical data while the
SharpMap routines handle the user interface. Both libraries are developed according to the simple
feature specifications by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and are open source accessed.
The typical input files, the tasks and the output files used in the Data Preparation subsystem are
indicated in Figure 2.2.

INPUTS

TASKS

• Polygon boundaries (*.shp file)
• Migration flows matrix (*.csv file)

• Create centroid coordinates (x,y or lat,lon)
• Contiguities (matrix to pairs)
• Convert migration flows (matrix to pairs)

(C#)

OUTPUTS

•
•
•
•

Centroid coordinates ( *.cen file)
Contiguities (*.con file)
Labels (*.lbl file)
Migration flows (*.flw file)

Figure 2.2: Inputs-Tasks-Outputs of the Data Preparation subsystem
7

http://sourceforge.net/projects/nts/
http://sharpmap.codeplex.com/releases/view/465

8
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The output files include the following:
(i) the file of contiguities called ‘<filename>_pairs.con’;
(ii) the file of labels of BSUs called ‘<filename>.lbl’;
(iii) the file of centroid coordinates called ‘<filename>_xy.cen’ for planar projections and as
‘<filename>_LatLon.cen’ for geodetic projections; and
(iv) the file of migration flows called ‘<filename>.flw’.
In the remaining subsections of Section 2, we concentrate on explaining the construction of these
different output files.

2.3 Building the contiguity file
2.3.1 Basic process
The IMAGE studio builds the contiguity file based on information on the administrative boundaries
that correspond to the BSUs of a country and that are contained in the relevant shapefile. In the
following sections, a shapefile consisting of the boundaries of 406 Local Authorities Districts (LADs)
in the United Kingdom (UK) is used as an example. These are the BSUs for the UK in this example.
The shapefile is loaded into the IMAGE Studio using the corresponding ‘Load’ button (Figures 2.3
and 2.4). When the shapefile is loaded successfully, the map area of the Data Preparation interface
(Figure 2.5) will show the map of UK LAD boundaries and a number of buttons are enabled for map
navigation.

Figure 2.3: The interface of the Data Preparation subsystem
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Figure 2.4: The IMAGE Studio form for browsing and loading a shapefile

Figure 2.5: The interface of the Data Preparation subsystem after loading the shapefile

The supported map navigation actions are the following:
Full extent
Pan disabled/enabled
Zoom to rectangle disabled/enabled
Load network contiguity from *.con file (more details in the ‘Network validation’
section)
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On the left side of Data Preparation interface, the user selects the ‘Contiguities (BSUID, NeigID)’
option to extract the contiguities of the UK LAD polygons. Also, the user selects the appropriate
‘Identifier Field’, the field of the shapefile that contains the unique number for each BSU. The ‘Label
Field’ is required for setting the field in which the name of each BSU is stored. The name entered
under the ‘Output File Name Prefix’ option at the bottom of the interface is used as a prefix for the
output files: (i) the file containing the contiguities will be called ‘<filename>_pairs.con’ and (ii) the
file containing the labels of the BSUs will be called‘<filename>.lbl’. Finally, the ‘Build’ button will ask
the user to target a directory (Figure 2.6) for storing all the output files and, when the process is
completed, a message will appear in the ‘Status Info’ area informing the user of the successful end
of the process (Figure 2.7).
The contiguities task uses the ‘Touch’ method in the NTS to identify if there is a
relationship between each polygon and every other polygon and delivers
(<BSUID>,<NeigID>). The first line of the contiguity file is always the string
Furthermore, for each contiguity file, a corresponding ‘label-file’ is produced
identification numbers are assigned to the BSU names.

boundary touch
a list of pairs
‘BSUID,NeigID’.
where the BSU

Figure 2.6: Selection of the folder for storing the output files
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Figure 2.7: Progress report of the exported contiguities as presented on the ‘Status Info’ tab.

2.3.2 Network validation
In many cases, the contiguity file produced by the IMAGE Studio from the shapefile will not
represent a unified network so that additional contiguities between certain BSUs have to be added
manually to the contiguity file. There are two reasons why this might occur. First, a single BSU does
not share any boundary with another BSU. This may be where one BSU is an island off the mainland.
In this case, the single BSU concerned will not be part of the network created by the software and its
identification number will be missing from the contiguity file. Second, a group of BSUs may be
interconnected but isolated from the main network. This may occur when part of a country with
several BSUs is separated by a stretch of water from the rest of the country which also has several
BSUs. In this case, all BSUs will be present in the contiguity file. However, a connection between at
least one of the BSUs of the isolated group and one of the BSUs of the main network has to be
manually added to the contiguity file to create a unified network. More than one connection
between the respective BSUs may be appropriate.
The user can check the contiguity file for missing connections by opening the ‘Relate…’ window
(Figure 2.8) and clicking the button at the bottom left of the map interface (
). Then the user has
to select the shapefile (e.g. UK_Shape) and its unique field identifier (e.g. Unique_ID) as source data
and the contiguity file and its unique field identifier (‘BSUID’ in the .con file generated by the Studio)
as linked data.

Figure 2.8: The form for relating the map layer with an existing contiguity file

When the user clicks the ‘Relate’ button, the system starts to build a visual representation of all
available adjacencies stored in the contiguity file. For example, if the user runs a network validation
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for the UK contiguity file as created by the ‘Build’ task (see previous section), the IMAGE Studio will
illustrate two BSU networks, one for Northern Ireland and one for the Great Britain (GB).
Furthermore, the single BSUs representing the Western Isles, the Shetlands and the Orkneys are not
connected to the mainland network (Figure 2.9).
These ‘connectivity problems’ would mean that, at a later stage, the Aggregation Subsystem would
not be able to handle the contiguity file resulting from this type of construction. Therefore, the user
has to manually edit the contiguity file and enter the additional contiguities needed to produce a
unified network (Figure 2.10). In this case, Belfast in Northern Ireland and the Western Isles,
Shetlands and Orkneys that are part of Scotland have been connected to the mainland of Great
Britain. To include a contiguity between Belfast and the mainland in the contiguity file (*.con), for
example, the user needs to add the identification numbers of the two polygons that are to be
deemed as adjacent (e.g. 387 Belfast and 376 South Ayrshire) and add a line formatted as
‘<BSUID>,<NeigID>’ (e.g. 387,376) to the contiguity file using a text editor.

Figure 2.9: An example of BSU contiguities for assisting the user to edit the disconnected areas
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Figure 2.10: An example of edited BSU contiguities

2.4 Extraction of geometrical information
Another option available in the Data Preparation subsystem is the extraction of
geometrical/geodetical information such as the areas and the centroid coordinates of BSUs, and
their storage on the hard disk in a file called ‘<filename>_xy.cen’ for planar projections and
‘<filename>_LatLon.cen’ for geodetic projections. If the user wants to change the projection of
shapefile then he/she has to select one of the two available options: Cartesian Coordinates (XY) and
Geographical Coordinates (Lat, Lon) in the ‘Data Georeference’ located in the menu of system
setting. For example, the UK shapefile is based on a planar projection. Thus, this option is labelled
‘Centroids (BSUID, Area, X,Y)’ (Figure 2.5).
The centroid coordinates task uses the InteriorPoint method of the NTS to calculate a point that is
always within the boundary of a BSU polygon and as close as possible to the real centroid. In
addition, the area of each BSU polygon is calculated using the geometric and geodetic area
calculation formulae with respect to the referenced projection of the country’s boundaries. The
centroid file is stored as a text file with a delimiter set in the menu of System settings through
‘IN/Out delimiter’ and it is formatted as ‘<BSUID>,< Area>,<CoordX>, <CoordY>’ for planar
projections and as ‘<BSUID>,< Area>,<Lat>, <Lon>’ for geodetical projections.
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2.5 Convert the flow matrix to pairwise file
The final option provided by the Data Preparation subsystem is the conversion of a migration flow
matrix file to a pairwise file. The user should select the ‘Migration Flows’ option to enable the
corresponding ‘Load’ button that provides the option to upload the migration matrix (Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Activation of converting a flow matrix to a pairwise file

The Matrix to Pairs task for migration flows is a simple tabular process. The system receives a flow
matrix as a delimited file and provides the equivalent information formatted as pairs. When the
process has finished, a progress report of the exported files is presented on the ‘Status Info’ tab
(Figure 2.12).
Table 2.3: Input and output files of the Data Preparation subsystem
Input delimited matrix file
CodeID,
Code 1,
Code 2,
….
Code N,

Code 1,
Flow1_1,
Flow2_1,
….
Flow N_1,

…,
…,
…,
….
…,

Output delimited pairs file
Code N
Flow 1_N
Flow 2_N
….
Flow N_N

oBSUID, dBSUID, Flow
Code 1, Code1, Flow 1_1
Code 1, Code2, Flow 1_2
….
Code N, Code N, Flow N_N
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Figure 2.12: Progress report of the exported files as presented on the ‘Status Info’ tab

STEP by STEP – The UK example
To prepare the demo files for later analysis, the user is required to use the ‘Data Preparation’
subsystem of IMAGE studio and perform the following tasks:
- Load the shapefile ‘UK_shape.shp’ located in ../demo/raw/ path using the ‘Load shapefile’
button.
- Click the ‘Centroids’ and ‘Migration Flows’ options (‘Contiguities’ option is checked by default).
- Select the ‘Unique_ID’ field in the ‘Identifier Field’ dropdown box.
- Select the ‘Name’ field in the ‘Label Field’ dropdown box.
- Load the ‘UK_Matrix.csv’ file located in ../demo/raw/ path using the ‘Load matrix file…’ button.
- Replace with a prefix name in the ‘Output File Name Prefix’ text box, e.g. ‘UK2001’
- Check the bottom message bar if the Geographical Reference is correct. It should be ‘Cartesian
Coordinates (XY)’ for the UK data.
- Click the ‘Build’ button and select the ../demo/studiofiles/ path to create the following files:
UK2001_xy.cen, UK2001.flw, UK2001.lbl and UK2001_pairs.con and click ‘Ok’.
When the process is completed the focus will switch from the ‘Status Info’ to ‘Map’ tab. To validate
the output contiguity file, click on the bottom icon
and select the ‘Unique_ID’ in the
‘Identification Number’ dropdown box. Then, load the contiguity file ‘UK2001_pairs.con’ and the
system automatically will select the ‘BSUID’ as the identification number. Finally, click the ‘Relate’
button and refresh the map (by clicking on the Full extent button) to draw the network. In the UK
demo, there are a number of areas disconnected from the main network such as: the Northern
Ireland, the Western Isles, the Shetlands and the Orkneys. To join the disconnected areas to the
main network, the user has to open the ‘UK2001_pairs.con’ file to a text editor and add at the end
of file the following pairs of BSUs adjacencies:
375,372
372,375
372,366
366,372
380,366
366,380
387,376
376,387
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126,127
127,126
101,100
100,101
125,215
215,125
The aforementioned BSU pairs have been identified using GIS software such as ArcGIS or QGIS that
maps the labels of BSUs’ unique ids and provides the environment for manually identifying the
missing connections between detached pairs of BSUs.
In addition, the user has to copy the population file ‘UK_Pop.csv’ located in ../demo/raw/ path to
the ../demo/studiofiles/ path and rename it to ‘UK2001.pop’. Although the extension’s name
change from csv to pop is not mandatory, the user is strongly advised to follow this practice for
organisational purposes.
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3. Aggregation process
The second subsystem, the Aggregation subsystem, is required for the creation of spatial
aggregations of BSUs into what we call Aggregated Spatial Regions (ASRs). The subsystem provides
functionality for Single Aggregation or Multiple Aggregation. In the case of Single Aggregation, the
user can choose to aggregate the initial BSUs into a specified number of ASRs (i.e. one scale) and
indicate the number of configurations of ASRs required at that scale. Alternatively, with Multiple
Aggregation, the user can specify a scale increment with which to aggregate BSUs on an iterative
basis as well as the number of configurations at each scale as indicated below.
Implementing the aggregation process involves choosing a spatial algorithm that is fed with the
normalised data from the Data Preparation subsystem to produce centroid coordinates, distances,
contiguities, flow matrices and populations for each set of ASRs which can then be used in the
migration indicators and SIM subsystems. The spatial algorithm for aggregating initial BSUs to larger
ASRs is based on the automated Initial Random Aggregation (IRA) procedure first introduced by
Openshaw (1977)9. The IRA algorithm has been updated to support the needs of the IMAGE project
by adding an iterative aggregation process to generate new polygons given a number of scale steps
and a number of iterations at each scale.
The algorithm for Multiple Aggregation, for example, has the following steps:
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:

Sets the scale increment (step) of the aggregation process which refers the user-defined
number of ASRs produced (or polygons) at each scale. For example, if there are 100
BSUs and the user aggregates them using a scale step of 10 zones, then the
aggregations will take place for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 ASRs.
Sets the user-defined number of iterations at each scale. The number of iterations is the
number of the various ASR configurations/aggregations the program will produce for
each scale, e.g. the user might want 10 or 100 or 500 configurations at each scale.
Aggregates the BSUs to ASRs using the IRA algorithm.
Calculates the data (centroids, distances, contiguities, flows and populations) for the
new ASRs.
Resets the number of ASRs using the scale increment (step) and repeats steps 3-5 until
the lowest possible number of ASRs has been reached.

The final output products of the Aggregation subsystem are stored in a tree directory order where
each directory represents a different aggregation scale. Inside each directory there are sets of files
for each aggregation. Each set of files consisted of files of:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

ASR centroid coordinates and areas called ‘z<ScaleNum>_i<IterNum>.cen’;
ASR-ASR distances called ‘z <ScaleNum>_i<IterNum>.dst’;
ASR populations called ‘z <ScaleNum>_i<IterNum>.pop’;
intra-ASR flows called ‘z <ScaleNum>_i<IterNum>.ifl’;
ASR inflows called ‘z <ScaleNum>_i<IterNum>.djf’;

9

Openshaw, S. (1977) Algorithm 3: A procedure to generate pseudo-random aggregations of N spatial units
into M spatial units, where M is less than N, Environment and Planning A, 9: 1423-1428.
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(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

ASR outflows called ‘z <ScaleNum>_i<IterNum>.oif’;
ASR contiguities called ‘z <ScaleNum>_i<IterNum>.con’; and
ASR-ASR migration flows called ‘z <ScaleNum>_i<IterNum>.flw’.

where <ScaleNum> is the number of ASRs in each aggregation process and <IterNum> is the
identification number of different configurations at the targeted scale.
In summary, the input files, tasks and output files of the spatial Aggregation subsystem are indicated
in Figure 3.1.

• Output files from Data Preparation Subsystem

INPUTS

TASKS

• LOOP for given Scale Step
• LOOP for given Iterations
• Aggregate areas to larger regions (IRA)
• Calculate the data for the new regions

(C#)

OUTPUTS

• Contiguities for each Aggregation
• Centroids/Area for each Aggregation
•Distances for each Aggregation
• Migration Flows (intra/in/out flows) for each
Aggregation
• Populations for each Aggregation

Figure 3.1: Inputs-Tasks-Outputs of the Aggregation subsystem

The Aggregation subsystem also provides options for the user to select an objective function that
generates ASRs with populations that are as equal as possible and to use a routine that optimises
shape compactness. These options are covered in the following section and in more detail in
Appendix A.

3.1 Single aggregation process
The ‘Single Aggregation’ process is the simplest option for a user to aggregate the BSU data to a
targeted number of ASRs. Figure 3.2 presents the interface of a single aggregation process.
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Figure 3.2: The interface of Single Aggregation process

As highlighted in Figure 3.3, the user can choose between two Initial Random Aggregation (IRA)
algorithms: IRA and IRA-wave. The original IRA algorithm developed by Openshaw provides a high
degree of randomisation to ensure that the resulting aggregations are different during the iterations.
Aggregation only takes place between contiguous zones and the algorithm is implemented following
Openshaw’s FORTRAN subroutine. The second aggregation algorithm (IRA-wave) is a hybrid version
of the original IRA algorithm with strong influences from the mechanics of the breadth-first search
(BFS) algorithm. The first step of the IRA-wave algorithm is to select ‘N’ BSUs randomly from the
initial set and assign each one to an empty region (ASR). Using an iterative process until all the BSUs
have been allocated to the N ASRs, the algorithm identifies the BSUs contiguous with each ASR
targeting only the BSUs without an assigned ASR and adds them to each ASR respectively.

Figure 3.3: Selection of the IRA algorithm

One advantage of the IRA-wave algorithm over the initial IRA algorithm is its swiftness in producing a
large number of initial aggregations. Moreover, the IRA-wave algorithm provides well-shaped
regions in comparison to the more irregular shapes of the IRA algorithm.
The user needs to load the contiguity file into the system by clicking the ‘Browse’ button and should
then set the number of ASRs and the number of iterations (configurations at this scale) as
parameters for the aggregation process. If the user requires to optimise the random aggregations
targeting ASRs with equal population, area, population density and intra-flows, then s/he has to
switch the ‘Mode of Objective Function’ from ‘None’ to ‘Equality – Sum of squares’ based ‘on
Population’, ‘on Area’, ‘on Population Density’ and ‘on Intra-flows’ respectively. An alternative
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method for optimising the random aggregations is by targeting ASRs with similar population, area,
population density and intra-flows. Here, the user has to switch the ‘Mode of Objective Function’
from ‘None’ to ‘Similarity’ and select one of the variables: ‘on Population’, ‘on Area’, ‘on Population
Density’ and ‘on Intra-flows’. The main difference between the Equality and the Similarity objective
functions is on the way they minimise the variance between or within the ASRs. Therefore, the
equality objective function tries to minimise the differences between the ASRs while the similarity
objective function tries to minimise the differences within the ASRs. Also, the optimisation process
could be further refined for ASR shape compactness using as the ‘Mode of shape constraint’ where
the two options available are: the ‘Aggregated Distances’ and the ‘Local Spatial Dispersion’
methods. Both modes require centroid and population data to be loaded in the system.
The user is also required to select the option for the aggregation of measures such as the ASR
centroid coordinates, the ASR populations and the ASR to ASR migration flows for a later usage in
the Migration Indicators and the SIM subsystems. The user can choose to create these from the
optional list located in the ‘Aggregation parameters’ (Figure 3.2) and to create some optional
aggregated measures such as ASR to ASR distances, intra-ASR flows, ASR inflows and ASR outflows.

3.2 Multiple aggregation process
The ‘Multiple Aggregation’ process produces ASRs at different scales and with various ASR
configurations. It is carried out in two stages due to the time-consuming process of aggregating to
ASRs over a range of scales. The Multiple Aggregation interface is therefore split into two menus,
‘Create New Regions’ and ’Aggregate ASR data’ (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4: The Multiple Aggregation interface for creating new ASRs
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In the first stage of the Multiple Aggregation process, the contiguity files and centroid files for each
aggregation are produced. The parameter set-up is similar to the Single Aggregation process. First,
the user chooses one of the two modes of IRA. Second, instead of entering a single target number of
ASRs, the user defines a range of scales of ASRs and sets the step-size of the range intervals. Figure
3.4 presents the multiple aggregation interface responsible for the first stage. The ‘Browse’ button
loads the contiguity file of the BSUs into the system. The ‘Aggregation parameters’ part of the
screen provides the configuration environment for preparing the system parameters. Here the user
selects one of the two available IRA algorithms: IRA or IRA wave (Figure 3.3). Furthermore, the user
can build a list of scales at which ASRs are to be produced. The list of scales can be populated in two
ways. First, the user selects the ‘Scale step’, the ‘First Scale’ and the ‘Last Scale’ and clicks the
‘ReCalc’ button to automatically set a range of scales and the scale increment; or alternatively,
he/she clicks the ‘Edit’ button and manually adds/deletes the desired scales. The user also specifies
the ‘Number of Iterations’ (i.e. different configurations of the ASRs) at each scale.
Finally, the user clicks the ‘Aggregate’ button and the system builds the final outputs stored in a tree
directory order where the data for each different scale is held in a separate directory and inside each
directory there are sets of files for each ASR configuration at the respective scale.
If the user requires to optimise the random aggregations targeting ASRs with equal population, area,
population density and intra-flows, then s/he has to switch the ‘Mode of Objective Function’ from
‘None’ to ‘Equality – Sum of squares’ based ‘on Population’, ‘on Area’, ‘on Population Density’ and
‘on Intra-flows’ respectively. An alternative method for optimising the random aggregations is by
targeting ASRs with similar population, area, population density and intra-flows. Here, the user has
to switch the ‘Mode of Objective Function’ from ‘None’ to ‘Similarity’ and select one of the
variables: ‘on Population’, ‘on Area’, ‘on Population Density’ and ‘on Intra-flows’. The main
difference between the Equality and the Similarity objective functions is on the way they minimise
the variance between or within the ASRs. Therefore, the equality objective function tries to minimise
the differences between the ASRs while the similarity objective function tries to minimise the
differences within the ASRs. Also, the optimisation process could be further refined for ASR shape
compactness using as the ‘Mode of shape constraint’ where the two options available are: the
‘Aggregated Distances’ and the ‘Local Spatial Dispersion’ methods. Both modes require centroid
and population data to be loaded in the system.
In the second stage of the Multiple Aggregation process, the system aggregates the migration and
population data. Figure 3.5 presents the ‘Aggregate ASR data’ interface responsible for the
updating of existing regions with aggregated information derived from the original BSU data.
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Figure 3.5: The Multiple Aggregation interface for summarising data for existing ASRs

The user has to load the original contiguities, flows, centroids and population files using the
respective ‘Browse’ buttons and select the directory where the previously produced contiguity files
and centroid files for all aggregation scales are stored (represented as directories and named as
‘z_<Scale>’), using the ‘Select’ button. Then, the user can calculate the selected (or all) aggregated
data listed in the available list box by clicking the ‘Calculate’ button. The new aggregated data will
automatically be stored in the directories where the ASR contiguity and centroid files are already
stored.

STEP by STEP – The UK example
To perform a ‘Multiple Aggregation’ process for the UK demo data, the user needs to go through
the following tasks:
- Select the ‘Multiple Aggregation’ tab if not selected.
- Load the contiguity file ‘UK2001_pairs.con’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load
Contiguity file (BSU)’ button (If the optimisation and compactness functions are required the
user has to load the flows ‘UK2001.flw’, the centroids ‘UK2001_xy.cen’ and the population file
‘UK2001.pop’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load Flows (BSU)’, the ‘Load
Centroid data (BSU)’and the ‘Load Populations (BSU)’ buttons respectively).
- Select the ‘Random Seeds (WAVE)’ field in the ‘Mode of Initial Random Aggregation’ dropdown
box (See section 6.1 for differences between the Original and WAVE algorithm).
- Set the ‘Scale Step’ to 100, the ‘First Scale’ to 100 and the ‘Last Scale’ to 200. Then click ‘ReCalc’
to calculate the scales (100 and 200 ASRs) where the system will perform the aggregation
process. In case there is a need to edit the calculated scales, the user could add/edit/delete a
scale by clicking the ‘Edit’ button.
- Set the ‘Number of Iterations’ per scale to 100 (it is advised to use more than 100 iterations for a
better representation of the random aggregations).
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If there is need for optimisation and shape constraint control then:
- Select the ‘Equality – Sum of squares’ and ‘on Population’ fields in the ‘Mode of Objective
Function’ dropdown boxes.
- Select the ‘Depth First Search (DFS)’ field in the ‘Mode of Contiguity Constraint’ dropdown
box.
- Select the ‘Local Spatial Dispersion’ field in the ‘Mode of Shape Constraint’ dropdown box.
- Click the ‘Aggregate’ button and create a new directory called res in the ../demo/ path to store
the results of each aggregation.
To calculate the aggregated data for the new aggregations located in ../demo/res/ path, the user
has to click the ‘Aggregate ASR data’ tab and perform the following tasks:
- Load the contiguity file ‘UK2001_pairs.con’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load
Contiguities (BSU level)’ button.
- Load the flows ‘UK2001.flw’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load Flows (BSU
level)’ button.
- Load the centroids ‘UK2001_xy.cen’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load
Centroid data (BSU level)’ button.
- Load the populations ‘UK2001.pop’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load
Populations (BSU level)’ button.
- Select the workspace (parent directory) where all the aggregations are stored in the ../demo/res/
path using the ‘Select’ button.
- Select the variables that will be aggregated for all the configurations for each ASR scale. The
‘Regional Flows’, the ‘Regional Populations’ and the ‘Regional Centroids and Areas’ are
mandatory for the ‘Migration Indicators’ and ‘Spatial Interaction Model’ subsystems. In
addition, the user could include aggregated information for each ASR, such as ‘Intra-Regional
Flows’, ‘Regional Inflows’, ‘Regional Outflows’ and ‘Regional Distances’.
- Click the ‘Calculate’ button and select the ../demo/res/ path to store the new aggregated
variables for each ASR.
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4. Internal migration indicators
The Migration Indicators subsystem is responsible for the calculation of the internal migration
indicators for the set of initial BSUs or for each set of ASRs. The subsystem is a component that loads
a set of files with all the relevant data required to calculate the indicators and sets the required
parameters to execute the calculations of each migration indicator (Figure 4.1).

INPUTS

TASKS
(C#)

• Centroids/areas for each aggregation
• Migration flows for each aggregation
• Populations for each aggregation

• LOOP for each aggregation
• Calculate internal migration indicators
• Write the results into file (*.txt)

• Internal migration indicators stored in a
delimited file format for each aggregation

OUTPUTS

Figure 4.1: Inputs-Tasks-Outputs of Migration Indicators subsystem

The Migration Indicators subsystem uses the output data from the Data Preparation and
Aggregation subsystems. The migration indicators available for calculation are listed in Table 4.1 and
4.2. For each aggregation, a document is produced with the resulting indicators as well as some
summary results at each scale. The Migration Indicators task flow has the following steps:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:

For each aggregation, compute Steps 2-4.
Reads the input files.
Calculates the internal migration indicators (global or local).
Writes the internal migration indicators into a delimited file.

The subsystem calculates the indicators at two levels: indicators at the global or system-wide level,
referring to measures for all BSUs or ASRs; and indicators at the local level, referring to measures for
the individual BSUs. Local migration indicators for ASRs are not computed because each set of ASRs
will be different from one scale to the next and therefore comparison of local indicators between
scales will be heavily affected by the ASR configuration.
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4.1 Global Indicators
The Migration Indicators interface (Figure 4.2) enables the user to select the computation of global
migration indicators for the BSUs from the initial data input to the system or for ASRs from data
generated by the Aggregation subsystem.

Figure 4.2: The interface for selecting global indicators for BSU data

The set of global indicators is listed in Table 4.1, together with the data required for their
computation. Most of these indicators are derived from Bell et al. (2002)10 and their algebraic
equations are presented in Appendix B. Table 4.1 also gives the sort name for each indicator as
stored in the output csv files. Indicators 1-8 include basic descriptive counts: total population, area,
population density, total migration flows and the mean, median, maximum and minimum values in
the cells of the migration matrix. Intra-regional flows are not included in any calculation of the global
indicators, apart from the mean/median migration distances.
Table 4.1: The global indicators and their data requirements

1
2
3
4

Total population
Area
Population density
Total migrants

G_Pop
G_Area
G_PopD
G_TFlows

Centroid
data

CSV
Sort Name

Population
data

Global information
or Indicator

Flow data
(Matrix)

Required source data









10

Bell, M., Blake, M., Boyle, P., Duke-Williams, O, Rees, P., Stillwell, J. and Hugo, G. (2002) Cross-national
comparison of internal migration: issues and measures, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society A, 165(2): 1-30.
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Mean migration flow
Median migration flow
Max migration flow
Min migration flow
Crude migration intensity
Aggregate net migration
Aggregate net migration rate
Migration effectiveness index
Mean migration distance (between)
Mean migration distance (within)
Mean migration distance (All)
Median migration distance (between)
Median migration distance (within)
Median migration distance (All)
Coefficient of variation
Index of connectivity
Index of inequality
Theil index

G_MeanMF
G_MedMF
G_MaxMF
G_MinMF
G_CMI
G_NM
G_NMR
G_MEI
G_MeanMDBetween
G_MeanMDWithin
G_MeanMDAll
G_MedMDBetween
G_MedMDWithin
G_MedMDAll
G_CoV
G_IoC
G_IoI
G_Theil




















Centroid
data

CSV
Sort Name

Population
data

Global information
or Indicator

Flow data
(Matrix)

Required source data










Usually, the values of the migration indicators will change from the initial values for the BSUs as each
new set of ASRs are generated. If the initial system, for example, contained 50 BSUs and the user
decided to choose to aggregate in steps of 10 with 100 iterations at each step, then this would
produce 500 values of each of the global indicators.

4.1.1 BSU data
To calculate the global/system indicators at the BSU level (Figure 4.2), the user needs to load the
migration flows using the ‘Browse’ button. The system automatically populates the ‘Select
indicators’ window (Figure 4.3) with the indicators that require as an input the migration flows file,
allowing the user to select the indicators of his/her choice. By loading the population and centroids
and/or distances11, the list of indicators is updated with additional options up to a total of 22
indicators when all the input files are loaded. Finally, the user can calculate the indicators by clicking
the ‘Calculate’ button and store the results in a targeted directory using one of the output data
styles provided (txt or csv file). The output results file is stored in the targeted directory and called
‘Global_BSU_IM_Indices.txt’.

11

The IMAGE studio calculates the distances using the centroids by default. If the user selects to load a
distances’ file the system replaces the calculated distances with the new bespoken distances.
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Figure 4.3: The interface of global indicators for BSUs during the load of flow data

STEP by STEP – The UK example
To calculate ‘Global/System Indicators’ for the UK BSUs the user needs to go through the following
tasks:
- Select the ‘BSU data source’ tab if not selected.
- Load the flows ‘UK2001.flw’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load Flows (pairs)’
button.
- (Optional)Load the populations ‘UK2001.pop’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the
‘Load Populations’ button.
- (Optional)Load the centroids ‘UK2001_xy.cen’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the
‘Load Centroids’ button.
- (Optional)Load the distances ‘UK2001.dst’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load
Distances’ button.
- Select the indicators using the available options in the checklist.
- Select the format of results using the ‘Output data style’ check list.
- Check the bottom message bar if the Geographical Reference is correct. It should be ‘Cartesian
Coordinates (XY)’ for the UK data (only if a centroid file has been loaded).
- Click the ‘Calculate’ button and select the ../demo/res/ path to store the
‘Global_BSU_IM_Indices.txt’ or/and ‘Global_BSU_IM_Indices.csv’ files.

4.1.2 ASR data
To calculate the global/system indicators at the various ASR levels (Figure 4.4), the user needs to
select the ‘ASR data sources’ option. The input files required for the ASR analysis are not a single set
of files as was the case under the ‘BSU data sources’ option. To load the full information at the ASR
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level, the user needs to target the directory where all the generated aggregated data are stored by
clicking the ‘Select’ button. The system reads the available files and accordingly populates the list of
22 potential indicators if all the input files are available at each aggregation.
Apart from the ‘Default output’ data where all the selected global indicators are calculated for each
scale and each configuration, the user has the option to select aggregated output results by scale
such as Minimum, Maximum, Mean, Median, Variance, Standard deviation, Lower quartile and
Upper quartile measures. Table 4.2 presents the available output data files and further shows the
output data styles.
Table 4.2: The aggregated output data styles supported at ASR level
Output data style
Default output
Min - Aggregated outputs by scale
Max - Aggregated outputs by scale
Mean - Aggregated outputs by scale
Median - Aggregated outputs by scale
Variance - Aggregated outputs by scale
Standard Deviation - Aggregated outputs by scale
Lower quartile - Aggregated outputs by scale
Upper quartile - Aggregated outputs by scale

Output file name
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_Default.csv
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_Minimum.csv
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_Maximum.csv
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_Mean.csv
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_Median.csv
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_Variance.csv
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_SD.csv
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_LowerQ.csv
Global_ASR_IM_Indices_UpperQ.csv

Finally, the user can calculate the indicators by clicking the ‘Calculate’ button and store the results in
the targeted directory using any of the output data styles provided by the system (Table 4.4). The
output results files are stored at the targeted directory and named accordingly.

Figure 4.4: The interface of global indicators for ASR data
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STEP by STEP –The UK example
To calculate ‘Global/System Indicators’ for the UK ASRs the user needs to go through the following
tasks:
- Select the ‘ASD data sources’ tab if not selected.
- Select the workspace (parent directory) where all the aggregations are stored in the ../demo/res/
path using the ‘Select’ button.
- Select the indicators using the checklist of all available options.
- Select the format of results using the ‘Output data style’ check list.
- Check the bottom message bar if the Geographical Reference is correct. It should be ‘Cartesian
Coordinates (XY)’ for the UK data (needs to be set manually).
- Click the ‘Calculate’ button and select the ../demo/res/ path to store the output files as listed in
Table 7.2.

4.2 Local indicators
The local migration indicators (Table 4.3) are computed for each BSU; it is unlikely that this level of
detail will be required for the sets of ASRs. Moreover, ASR boundaries change between scales and
between configurations at different scales making it meaningless to compare local indicators for
different sets of ASRs. The local indicators include those used for systemwide analysis and,
furthermore, those capturing variation in out-migration and in-migration flows and in distances;
together with turnover and churn. ‘Turnover’ is a measure of the intensity of migration into and out
of a BSU/ASR, whereas ‘Churn’ incorporates these flows but also includes the flows that take place
within each BSU/ASR.

Table 4.3: The local descriptive information and indicators

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Population
Population density
Area
Intraregional flow
Intraregional rate
Mean migration inflow
Median migration inflow
Max migration inflow
Mean migration outflow
Median migration outflow
Max migration outflow
Net migration balance
Net migration rate
Turnover

L_Pop
L_PopD
L_Area
L_IntFlow
L_IntRate
L_MeanInMF
L_MedInMF
L_MaxInMF
L_MeanOutMF
L_MedOutMF
L_MaxOutMF
L_NMB
L_NMR
L_Turn















Centroid
Data

In/Out

CSV
Sort Name

Matrix

Flow Data
Local Information
or Indicator

Population
Data

Required source data
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Turnover rate
Churn
Churn rate
Migration effectiveness index
Coefficient of variation
Index of migration inequality
Index of connectivity
Inflows
Inflow rates
Inflow mean migration distance
Inflow median migration distance
Outflows
Outflow rates
Outflow mean migration distance
Outflow median migration distance

L_TurnR
L_Churn
L_ChurnR
L_MEI
L_CoVi/L_CoVj
L_IMIi/L_IMIj
L_IoC
L_InFlows
L_InR
L_InMeanMD
L_InMedMD
L_OutFlows
L_OutR
L_OutMeanMD
L_OutMedMD























Centroid
Data

In/Out

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

CSV
Sort Name

Matrix

Flow Data
Local Information
or Indicator

Population
Data

Required source data














4.2.1 BSU data
To calculate the local/area indicators at the BSU level (Figure 4.5), the user needs to load the
migration flows using the ‘Browse’ button. The system automatically populates the ‘Select
Indicators’ window with indicators that require a migration flows file as input, allowing the user to
select the desired indicators.

Figure 4.5: The interface of local indicators for BSU data
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By loading the population and/or centroids and/or distances, the list of indicators is updated with
additional options. When all the input files are loaded, 29 indicators are available (Table 4.3). A short
description of each indicator is provided in the adjacent window when the indicator is highlighted.
Finally, the user can calculate the indicators by clicking the ‘Calculate’ button and store the results in
the targeted directory using any of the output data styles provided (txt or csv file). The output
results file is stored in the targeted directory and labelled as ‘Local_BSU_IM_Indices.txt’ or as
‘Local_BSU_IM_Indices.csv’. If a migration flows matrix is unavailable, a limited number of indicators
can be selected for computation using the inflow and outflow margins stored in two comma
delimited files with extensions *.oif and *.djf and formatted as <BSUID>,<Outflow> and
<BSUID>,<Inflow> respectively. To switch between matrix data and In/Out data the user has to use
the checkbox next to the ‘Load matrix flow data’ label (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6: The available option of calculating local indicators by use of the In/Out Flow data

STEP by STEP – The UK example
To calculate ‘Local/Area Indicators’ for the UK BSUs the user needs to go through the following tasks:
- Load the flows ‘UK2001.flw’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load Matrix Flows
data’ button.
(Optional) Check the ‘Load Matrix Flows data’ checkbox (Figure 7.8) to switch the system mode
for calculating local indicators by use of the In/Out Flows labelled as ‘Load In/Out Flow data’.
Then Load the In/Out flows‘UK2001.ifl’ and ’UK2001.ofl’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path
using the ‘Load In/Out Flow data’ button.
- (Optional) Load the populations ‘UK2001.pop’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the
‘Load Populations’ button.
- (Optional) Load the centroids ‘UK2001_xy.cen’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the
‘Load Centroids’ button.
- (Optional) Load the distances ‘UK2001.dst’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Load
Distances’ button.
- Select the indicators using the available options in the checklist.
- Select the format of results using the ‘Output data style’ check list.
- Check the bottom message bar if the Geographical Reference is correct. It should be ‘Cartesian
Coordinates (XY)’ for the UK data (only if a centroid file has been loaded).
- Click the ‘Calculate’ button and select the ../demo/res/ path to store the
‘Local_BSU_IM_Indices.txt’ or/and ‘Local_BSU_IM_Indices.csv’ files.
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5. Spatial interaction modelling
The fourth subsystem of the IMAGE Studio, the Spatial Interaction Modelling subsystem, is
responsible for the spatial analysis of each regional aggregation using a double constrained Spatial
Interaction Model (SIM), which is an updated version of an original program written in Fortran IV
(Stillwell, 1983)12 based on the family of models derived by Wilson (1970)13 from entropy-maximizing
principles. The doubly constrained SIM can be written as follows:

Mij = Ai Oi Bj Dj dij-β

(5.1)

where Mij is the migration flow between spatial units (BSUs or ASRs) i and j, Oi is the total outmigration from spatial unit i and Dj is the total in-migration into each destination spatial unit j, Ai and
Bj are the respective balancing factors that ensure the out-migration and in-migration constraints
are satisfied, and dij β is the distance term expressed as a negative function to the power β where β is
referred to as the distance decay parameter. In Wilson’s derivation, the relationship between
distance and the interaction variable is represented by an exponential rather than a linear function.
Both distance function options are available in the IMAGE Studio and the calibration method itself is
explained in more detail in Stillwell (1990)14. The SIM code is a FORTRAN application known as ASPIC
that reads a configuration file with all the relevant information about the source of the data files on
the hard disk and sets the parameters required for executing the SIM model. When used to calibrate
SIMs at different spatial scales for different configurations of ASRs, the algorithm has the following
steps (Figure 5.1):

Step 1: For each aggregation, compute Step 2-4.
Step 2: Reads the input files and configures the system.
Step 3: Runs the doubly constrained SIM algorithm.
Step 4: Writes the SIM results into a text file.

12

Stillwell, J. (1983) SPAINT: a computer program for spatial interaction model calibration and analysis,
Computer Manual 14, School of Geography, University of Leeds, Leeds.
13
Wilson, A.G. (1970) Entropy in Urban and Regional Modelling, Pion, London.
14
Stillwell, J. (1990) Spatial interaction models and the propensity to migrate over distance, in Stillwell, J. and
Congdon, P. (eds.) Migration Models: Macro and Micro Approaches, Belhaven Press, London, p.34-56.
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INPUTS

TASKS

• Contiguities for each aggregation
• Centroids for each aggregation
• Migration flows for each aggregation
• Populations for each aggregation
• ASPIC configuration file for each aggregation

• LOOP for each aggregation
• Doubly constrained SIM
• Write the SIM results into file (*.txt)

(Fortran)

OUTPUTS

• SIM results stored in a simple text file format
for each aggregation (summary comma
delimited file also provided).

Figure 5.1: Inputs-Tasks-Outputs of the Spatial Interaction Modelling subsystem

The user can choose between two options: Single SIM or Multiple SIM

5.1 Single SIM
Figure 5.2 is a screenshot of the SIM interface which contains options on the left-hand side that
allow the user to enter some of the parameters required. In this part of the interface, the user needs
to set a series of configuration parameters and target the required files for producing the
configuration file by clicking the ‘Create’ button.

Figure 5.2: The interface for configuring and running a single SIM
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The configuration file can be previewed immediately on the ‘cfg Viewer’ option (Figure 5.3) and if
there are no comments such as ‘DELETE IF NOT REQUIRED’ (Figure 5.4), the user can click the ‘Save
as…’ button to store the configuration file on the hard disc. More details about the configuration
structure can be found in Appendix C.

Figure 5.3: An example of configuration file presented in the cfg Viewer

Figure 5.4: The default configuration file presented in the cfg Viewer

The stored configuration file can later be loaded into the system by clicking the ‘Browse’ button for
selecting the ASPIC configuration file and running the SIM using the ‘Run SIM’ button. The ‘Info’ area
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on the right will illustrate the model status error report and, when the process ends successfully, the
system will present the results in the ‘Results’ area on the right side of interface (Figure 5.5). Also,
the user has the option to open the results to a default text editor by clicking the ‘Open file with
default viewer’ link.

Figure 5.5: An example of SIM results presented in the results screen

5.2 Multiple SIM
For running the ASPIC SIM at the various ASR levels (Figure 5.6), the user needs to select similar
configuration parameters to the Single SIM apart from the ‘External LUT’, where it is required to
target the directory of all stored aggregated files (ASRs). The system reads all the available
parameters and accordingly stores a configuration file for each aggregation within the targeted
directory. When the configuration files have been promptly stored on the hard disk, the user can
select the directory that contains them by clicking the ‘Select’ button. After clicking the ‘Run SIM’
button, the system will start to sequentially run all the SIMs. The output results for all SIMs are
saved in a single comma delimited file named as ‘Results.txt’.
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Figure 5.6: The interface for configuring and running multiple SIMs

STEP by STEP –The UK example
To run a series of Spatial Interaction Models (Multiple SIM) for each ASRs the user needs to go
through the following tasks:
- Select the ‘Multiple SIM’ tab if not selected.
- Set the configuration values as:
- Set ‘Number of BSUs’ to 406.
- Select the ‘Doubly constrained’ using the ‘Model type’ dropdown box.
- Select the ‘Power’ using the ‘Distance function type’ dropdown box.
- Set ‘Distance modifier’ to 0.001.
- Set ‘Initial beta value’ to 1.0.
- Set ‘NR calibration’ to 0.01.
- Uncheck the ‘Use Intrazonal flow’ checkbox.
- Tick the ‘Full size output’ checkbox.
- Select all the output options using the ‘Output options’ check list.
- Select the ‘Doubly constrained’ using the ‘Model type’ dropdown box.
- Load the flows ‘UK2001.flw’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Flow data’ button.
- Untick the ‘Matrix data’ checkbox.
- Tick the ‘Skip the first line’ checkbox.
- Load the centroids file ‘UK2001_xy.cen’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘Centroids
file’ button.
- Tick the ‘Skip the first line’ checkbox.
- Check if the ‘Geodata format’ is set to‘Cartesian Coordinates (XY)’ for the UK data.
- Load the BSU labels’ file ‘UK2001.lbl’ located in ../demo/studiofiles/ path using the ‘BSU labels’
button.
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- Tick the ‘Skip the first line’ checkbox.
- Select the workspace (parent directory) where all the aggregations are stored in the ../demo/res/
path using the ‘Select directory’ button.
- Untick both ‘Skip the first line’ checkboxes.
- Click the ‘Create’ button and select the ../demo/res/ path to store the new configuration files for
each aggregation.
- Select once again the workspace located in the ../demo/res/ path using the ‘Select data
workspace’ button.
- Click the ‘Run SIM’ button and select the ../demo/res/ path to run the models for each
aggregation.
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Appendix A: Aggregation algorithms
The Aggregation subsystem also contains additional advanced options for optimising and
constraining the shape of the targeted ASRs. The IRA procedure used for both Single and Multiple
Aggregation is a methodology that generates random solutions based on contiguity constraints
because there is no objective function to satisfy. One problem with this approach is that sets of
ASRs may be created whose attributes, such as population size, may contain considerable variation
and whose polygon shapes are very irregular. These inequality problems can be addressed by using
an algorithm with an objective function which can be specified by the user; i.e. generate a set of
ASRs that satisfy a population equality criterion subject to constraints on contiguity but also on
shape.
One of the most widely used methods for optimising functions is the steepest descent or greedy
algorithm (Luenberger, 1973)15. Given a function F(x), the steepest descent optimisation targets the
direction in which F(x) is locally optimised. This method proceeds along one of two directions:
minimising F(x) or maximising F(x). Although maximisation of F(x) is feasible, the direction of F(x)
minimisation is the most common implementation of a steepest descent algorithm. For example, if
we want to construct a method of equality in a set of BSUs M, then a steepest descent function
could be formulated as the minimisation of differences between the available subsets N of the given
set M. A generic formulation of such a function is:
m

F ( x) = ∑ N1 − N i

(A.1)

i =2

where, m is the number of subsets N in the set M and Ni is the ith subset of M.
In the IMAGE Studio, the equality function has been incorporated in a slightly different way. Instead
of using the N1 subset for minimising the differences between N1 and Ni, we replace the subset N1
with a target population Tp deriving from the total population of set M divided by the number of
available subsets Ni. Thus, we are able to improve the equality function by implementing additional
population thresholds for controlling the population of each ASR.
m

F ( x) = ∑ T p − N i

(A.2)

i =1

where Tp is the total population of set M divided by the number of subsets m.
The IMAGE Studio has two population thresholds for controlling the upper and lower size of
population per ASR, so as to avoid exceeding a given percentage of the target population Tp. The
default population threshold used in the IMAGE Studio is ±20% of the targeted population.
In a zone design context, the way to proceed from an existing aggregation to a better one is by
swapping BSUs at the borders of the ASRs, while optimising an objective function (Daras, 2006)16.
During these swaps, it is possible for one ASR to lose its contiguity. Therefore, a method of holding
contiguity intact is essential. The method should be as simple as possible, avoiding complicated
15

Luenberger, D. G. (1973) Introduction to Linear and Nonlinear Programming, Addison-Wesley, London.
Daras, K. (2006) An information statistics approach to zone design in the geography of health outcomes and
provision, PhD Thesis, University of Newcastle, UK.

16
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structures that may lead to an exponential increase of processing time, during the iterative zone
design procedure.
For example, Openshaw’s AZP system tackled this problem by tracing a contiguity matrix using the
depth-first search algorithm (DFS). Depth-first search is a systematic way to find all the vertices
reachable from a source vertex. DFS traverse a connected component of a given graph and defines a
spanning tree. In the following example, we describe the way that the DFS algorithm works in the
IMAGE Studio (Figure 6.1a and Figure 6.1b). The sample BSUs are grouped in a green and a yellow
ASR. In this example our aim is to move a BSU (7th for the green ASR and 5th for the yellow ASR) to
another ASR. Before a selected BSU changes ASR, the number of BSUs per ASR is identified. The
number of BSUs will provide the information for later comparisons with the number of BSUs
included in the DFS tree. With the help of the DFS algorithm it is possible to build the DFS trees for
the ASRs and to recount the BSUs per ASR. If the before and after totals for each ASR differ by one
BSU, then the selected BSU can move to the other ASR without any consequences to the contiguity
stability of the ASR. In Figure 6.1c and Figure 6.1d, BSU 7 has been selected to move from the green
to the yellow ASR. According to the DFS method, the green ASR has 9 BSUs in the tree. After the
removal of BSU 7, the DFS tree is created with its root point as a random BSU (in this case BSU 6).
The counting of DFS tree vertices returns 8 BSUs which is acceptable because the algorithm removed
only one BSU and the contiguity stability of the green ASR was not broken. On the other hand,
suppose BSU 5 has been selected to move from the yellow ASR to the green ASR. Selecting again a
random BSU (e.g. BSU 7) in the yellow ASR, the DFS method creates the spanning tree. In this case,
the number of BSUs in the yellow ASR before the move of BSU 5 is 11, while the spanning tree
consists of only 6 BSUs, suggesting the collapse of contiguity stability in the yellow ASR.

a) Sample BSUs and ASRs

b) The graphs for the two ASRs
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c) The DFS trees before the BSU’s move

d) The DFS trees after the BSU’s move

Figure A.1: Example of DFS algorithm for 2 ASRs and 20 BSUs.
10
(Source: Daras K., 2006 )

In addition, the Aggregation subsystem provides two optional shape constraint methods: the
Aggregated Distances method and the Local Spatal Dispersion method. The Aggregated Distances
method aims to minimise the average distances between all the pairs of BSUs in each new ASR to
avoid creation of irregular shapes. The Local Spatial Dispersion method by Alvanides and Openshaw
(1999)17 is equivalent to a type of location-allocation problem. The LSD method controls the shape
compactness by minimising the distances between the centroids of BSUs in each ASR and their
output ASR centroid.

17

Alvanides S. and Openshaw S. (1999) Zone design for planning and policy analysis, in Stillwell, J. Geertman, S.
and Openshaw, S. (eds.), Geographical Information and Planning, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, p. 299-315.
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Appendix B: Global/Local Indicators

The global population density is defined differently for the BSU and the ASR levels. While the
population density at the BSU level is calculated by dividing the total population of BSUs by the total
area of BSUs, the population density at the ASR level is the mean population density of all ASR
population densities. Each ASR population density is measured by dividing the total population of
ASR by the total area of ASR.
The crude migration intensity (CMI) is defined as a rate of migration by dividing the total number of
migrants (∑i∑i Mij) by the total population at risk (∑Pi):

 = ∑ ∑

 ⁄∑ 

 100

(C.1)

Aggregate net migration is the sum of the absolute values of net migration for each BSU or ASR i (inmigration Di minus out-migration Oi). The aggregate net migration rate (ANMR) is computed by
dividing this sum by the total population and normally is expressed per 100 of the population at risk
as shown in the equation, but occasionally, if the numbers are small, they may be expressed per
1,000 or even per 10,000 persons.

  = 100 × 0.5 × ∑| −  |⁄∑ 

(C.2)

The migration efficiency or effectiveness index (MEI) is defined using the same numerator as the
ANMR but the denominator is the total number of inter-regional migrants (represented as total inmigration plus out-migration) and expressed as a percentage:

 = 100 × ∑| −  |⁄∑ + 

(C.3)

The mean and median migration distances quantify how far migrants are travelling using the mean
and median statistics respectively. Each statistic has three measures: a) the mean/median migration
distance using only the inter-BSU (or inter-ASR) flows and distances labelled as ‘Between’, b) the
mean/median migration distance using only the intra-BSU (or intra-ASR) flows and distances labelled
as ‘Within’ and c) the mean/median migration distance using both the inter-BSU and intra-BSU (or
inter-ASR and intra-ASR) flows and distances labelled as ‘All’.
The coefficient of variation (CV) provides information about the dispersion of values of migration
flows around the mean ( ! ):

"=

#∑

! (
∑&)%$%& '$

(C.4)

**'+

!

where ! is the mean migration flow in the system and n is the number of BSUs or ASRs.
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The index of connectivity (IC) is a simple measure of the proportion of spatial units that are
connected by a migration flow involving one or more persons:



= 100

,-./01 23 4516 23 645758 -*76 97: *07 3829 ;<
=2758 *-./01 23 4516 23 645758 -*76

(C.5)

The global index of migration inequality (IMI) is a measure of the difference between the observed
>
flows in the migration matrix (  ) and an expected distribution  
) (here: such that all flows in
the expected matrix are the same magnitude):

  = 0.5 × ∑@ ∑@?
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(C.6)

Finally, the Theil index (TI) is another measure of migration inequality based on the idea of entropy
and defined as:
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V

where  is the flow of migrants between zones i and j, and n is the total number of BSUs or ASRs in
the system. This can be expressed in a simplified form as:
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Appendix C: ASPIC instructions
# ASPIC instructions (copy of Instructions.txt file)
# ==================
#
# ASPIC currently fits a doubly constrained Spatial Interaction Model
#
# The run parameters are given in a configuration file; there are many configuration
# options, although not all of them are necessary.
#
# All parameters are set as parameter=value, eg 'num_zones=426'
#
# Lines starting with the character '#' are considered to be a comment and ignored.
#
# Main settings
# ------------num_zones=426
#
# output_detail is the name of the output file; hope to separate general and detailed output
output_detail=Results.txt
#
# output_samplesize - if set (and greater than 0) than limit writing output matrices to this number of entries
# - used for testing
output_samplesize=10
#
# Comment out output_samplesize to generate full output
#
# Data files
# ---------#
# historical flow data
#
# Can be supplied either as a matrix, or as a list of pairs
# If using pairs format, the flow for any pair not listed will be set to zero
data_mij_pairs=demo/studiofiles/UK2001.flw
#
# To specify a matrix use data_mij_mtx=filename
#
# The data are assumed *not* to have a header section
# set mijfile_header to true to skip the first line
#
# If set, the first line is assumed to be a header containing column names
mijfile_header=true
# Distance data
#
# Can be supplied as a matrix or as a pair list, as with the flow data
#data_dij_mtx=testcr_dij.dat
#
# The data are assumed *not* to have a header section
# set dijfile_header to true to skip the first line
dijfile_header=true
#
# Alternatively, we can use a list of centroids and areas, from which distances will be computed
#
data_geodata=demo/studiofiles/UK2001_xy.cen
#
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# Contiguity data (optional)
#
# data_contigdata is the name of a contiguity file
# composed of a list of pairs of (numeric) district identifiers, indicating that those two
# districts are contiguous
data_contigdata=demo/studiofiles/UK2001_ASRs.zon
#
# does the header have a file?
contigfile_header=true
#
# Area labels
#
# Use zonelabs (to be extended to allow separate origlabs and destlabs)
data_zonelabs=demo/studiofiles/UK2001_ASRs.lbl
zonelabsfile_header=true
#
#
# Model configuration
# ------------------# model type
# 1 = unconstrained
# 2 = origin constrained
# 3 = destination constrained
# 4 = doubly constrained
#
# Only 4 is supported so far
model_type=4
#
#
# distance function type, 1=power, 2=exp
#
si_function_type=1
#
# Initial beta value (will default to 1.0 for power or 0.1 for exponential)
beta=1.0
#
# Default behaviour is to set intrazonal flows and distances to 0, this can be overridden
# but requires appropriate values in the input data files
use_intrazonal_flow=true
#
# distance_modifier is a multiplier applied to all distances
# a modifier of 0.001 will for example, convert from metres to km.
#
# distance_modifer is optional. Large absolute values (e.g. metres, when running at UK scale) can cause
# problems with value overflow in Fortran, in which case a modifier could be used...
#
distance_modifier=0.001
#
# nr_inc is the increment setting for the Newton Raphson calibration. The default value is 0.001; if that
# works then it does not need to be set here...
nr_inc=0.01
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Appendix D: Flow diagram of Input/Output files between the IMAGE sub-systems
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